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Absolute and relative extrema, the mean value theorem and
the inverse function theorem for analytic functions on a

Levi-Civita field

Khodr Shamseddine

Abstract. The proofs of the extreme value theorem, the mean value theo-
rem and the inverse function theorem for analytic functions on the Levi-Civita
field will be presented. After reviewing convergence criteria for power series
[15], we review their analytical properties [18, 20]. Then we derive neces-
sary and sufficient conditions for the existence of relative extrema for analytic
functions and use that as well as the proof of the intermediate value theorem
[20] to prove the extreme value theorem and the mean value theorem. We
then complete the study of analytic functions by proving the inverse function

theorem. Altogether, we show that analytic functions on the Levi-Civita field
have similar smoothness properties to those of real analytic functions.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of
relative extrema for analytic functions on a closed interval [a, b] of the Levi-Civita
field R. Moreover, the extreme value theorem, the mean value theorem and the
inverse function theorem will be shown to hold for such functions. We recall that
the elements of R and its complex counterpart C are functions from Q to R and
C, respectively, with left-finite support (denoted by supp). That is, below every
rational number q, there are only finitely many points where the given function does
not vanish. For the further discussion, it is convenient to introduce the following
terminology.
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Definition 1.1. (λ, ∼, ≈) For x �= 0 in R or C, we let λ(x) = min(supp(x)),
which exists because of the left-finiteness of supp(x); and we let λ(0) = +∞.

Given x, y �= 0 in R or C, we say x ∼ y if λ(x) = λ(y); and we say x ≈ y if
λ(x) = λ(y) and x[λ(x)] = y[λ(y)].

At this point, these definitions may feel somewhat arbitrary; but after having
introduced an order on R, we will see that λ describes orders of magnitude, the
relation ≈ corresponds to agreement up to infinitely small relative error, while ∼
corresponds to agreement of order of magnitude.

The sets R and C are endowed with formal power series multiplication and
componentwise addition, which make them into fields [3] in which we can isomor-
phically embed R and C (respectively) as subfields via the map Π : R,C → R, C
defined by

(1.1) Π(x)[q] =

{
x if q = 0
0 else

.

Definition 1.2. (Order in R) Let x �= y in R be given. Then we say x > y if
(x− y)[λ(x− y)] > 0; furthermore, we say x < y if y > x.

With this definition of the order relation, R is an ordered field. Moreover, the
embedding Π in Equation (1.1) of R into R is compatible with the order. The order
induces an absolute value on R in the natural way; and an absolute value on C is

obtained in the same way as in C: |x+ iy| =
√
x2 + y2. We also note here that λ,

as defined above, is a valuation; moreover, the relation ∼ is an equivalence relation,
and the set of equivalence classes (the value group) is (isomorphic to) Q.

Besides the usual order relations, some other notations are convenient.

Definition 1.3. (�,�) Let x, y ∈ R be non-negative. We say x is infinitely
smaller than y (and write x � y) if nx < y for all n ∈ N; we say x is infinitely larger
than y (and write x � y) if y � x. If x � 1, we say x is infinitely small; if x � 1,
we say x is infinitely large. Infinitely small numbers are also called infinitesimals or
differentials. Infinitely large numbers are also called infinite. Non-negative numbers
that are neither infinitely small nor infinitely large are also called finite.

Definition 1.4. (The Number d) Let d be the element of R given by d[1] = 1
and d[q] = 0 for q �= 1.

It is easy to check that dq � 1 if q > 0 and dq � 1 if q < 0. Moreover,
for all x ∈ R (resp. C), the elements of supp(x) can be arranged in ascending
order, say supp(x) = {q1, q2, . . .} with qj < qj+1 for all j; and x can be written
as x =

∑∞
j=1 x[qj ]d

qj , where the series converges in the topology induced by the

absolute value [3].
Altogether, it follows that R is a non-Archimedean field extension of R. For

a detailed study of this field, we refer the reader to [3, 14, 15, 21, 16, 17, 22,
18, 19, 20, 13]. In particular, it is shown that R is complete with respect to the
topology induced by the absolute value. In the wider context of valuation theory, it
is interesting to note that the topology induced by the absolute value, the so-called
strong topology, is the same as that introduced via the valuation λ, as was shown
in [18].

It follows therefore that the fields R and C are just special cases of the class of
fields discussed in [11]. For a general overview of the algebraic properties of formal
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power series fields in general, we refer the reader to the comprehensive overview by
Ribenboim [10], and for an overview of the related valuation theory to the books
by Krull [4], Schikhof [11] and Alling [1]. A thorough and complete treatment of
ordered structures can also be found in [9].

Besides being the smallest ordered non-Archimedean field extension of the real
numbers that is both complete in the order topology and real closed, the Levi-
Civita field R is of particular interest because of its practical usefulness. Since
the supports of the elements of R are left-finite, it is possible to represent these
numbers on a computer [3]. Having infinitely small numbers, the errors in classical
numerical methods can be made infinitely small and hence irrelevant in all prac-
tical applications. One such application is the computation of derivatives of real
functions representable on a computer [14], where both the accuracy of formula
manipulators and the speed of classical numerical methods are achieved.

In [15, 18, 20], we study the convergence and analytical properties of power
series in a topology weaker than the valuation topology used in [11], and thus allow
for a much larger class of power series to be included in the study. Previous work
on power series on the Levi-Civita fields R and C had been mostly restricted to
power series with real or complex coefficients. In [6, 7, 8, 5], they could be studied
for infinitely small arguments only, while in [3], using the newly introduced weak
topology, also finite arguments were possible. Moreover, power series over complete
valued fields in general have been studied by Schikhof [11], Alling [1] and others in
valuation theory, but always in the valuation topology.

In [15], we study the general case when the coefficients in the power series
are Levi-Civita numbers, using the weak convergence of [3]. We derive convergence
criteria for power series which allow us to define a radius of convergence η such that
the power series converges weakly for all points whose distance from the center is
smaller than η by a finite amount and it converges strongly for all points whose
distance from the center is infinitely smaller than η. Then, in [18], we study the
analytical properties of power series onR and C within their domain of convergence.
We show that, within their radius of convergence, power series are infinitely often
differentiable and the derivatives to any order are obtained by differentiating the
power series term by term. Also, power series can be re-expanded around any
point in their domain of convergence and the radius of convergence of the new
series is equal to the difference between the radius of convergence of the original
series and the distance between the original and new centers of the series. We
then study a class of functions that are given locally by power series (which we call
R-analytic functions) and show that they are closed under arithmetic operations
and compositions and they are infinitely often differentiable with the derivative
functions of all orders being R-analytic themselves.

In [20], we focus on the proof of the intermediate value theorem for the R-
analytic functions. Given a function f that is R-analytic on an interval [a, b] and a
value S between f(a) and f(b), we use iteration to construct a sequence of numbers
in [a, b] that converges strongly to a point c ∈ [a, b] such that f(c) = S. The proof
is quite involved, making use of many of the results proved in [15, 18] as well as
some results from Real Analysis.

This paper is a continuation of the study of power series and R-analytic func-
tions in [15, 18, 20]. First we state and prove necessary and sufficient conditions
for the existence of relative extrema. Then we use that as well as the intermediate
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value theorem and its proof to prove the extreme value theorem, the mean value
theorem, and the inverse function theorem for functions that are R-analytic on an
interval [a, b], thus showing that such functions behave as nicely as real analytic
functions.

2. Review of Power Series and R-Analytic Functions

We start this section with a brief review of the convergence of sequences in two
different topologies; and we refer the reader to [15] for a more detailed study.

Definition 2.1. A sequence (sn) in R or C is called regular if the union of
the supports of all members of the sequence is a left-finite subset of Q. (Recall
that A ⊂ Q is said to be left-finite if for every q ∈ Q there are only finitely many
elements in A that are smaller than q.)

Definition 2.2. We say that a sequence (sn) converges strongly in R or C if
it converges in the order (valuation) topology.

It is shown in [2] that the fields R and C are complete with respect to the order
topology; and a detailed study of strong convergence can be found in [12, 15].

Since power series with real (complex) coefficients do not converge strongly for
any nonzero real (complex) argument, it is advantageous to study a new kind of
convergence. We do that by defining a family of semi-norms on R or C, which
induces a topology weaker than the topology induced by the absolute value and
called weak topology [3, 12, 15, 13].

Definition 2.3. Given r ∈ R, we define a mapping ‖ · ‖r : R or C → R as
follows: ‖x‖r = max{|x[q]| : q ∈ Q and q ≤ r}.

The maximum in Definition 2.3 exists in R since, for any r ∈ R, only finitely
many of the x[q]’s considered do not vanish.

Definition 2.4. A sequence (sn) in R (resp. C) is said to be weakly convergent
if there exists s ∈ R (resp. C), called the weak limit of the sequence (sn), such that
for all ε > 0 in R, there exists N ∈ N such that ‖sm − s‖1/ε < ε for all m ≥ N .

It is shown [3] that R and C are not Cauchy complete with respect to the weak
topology and that strong convergence implies weak convergence to the same limit.
A detailed study of weak convergence is found in [3, 12, 15].

2.1. Power Series. In the following, we review strong and weak convergence
criteria for power series, Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.6, the proofs of which are given
in [15]. We also note that, since strong convergence is equivalent to convergence
with respect to the valuation topology, Theorem 2.5 is a special case of the result
on page 59 of [11].

Theorem 2.5. (Strong Convergence Criterion for Power Series) Let (an) be a
sequence in R (resp. C), and let

λ0 = lim sup
n→∞

(
−λ(an)

n

)
in R ∪ {−∞,∞}.

Let x0 ∈ R (resp. C) be fixed and let x ∈ R (resp. C) be given. Then the power
series

∑∞
n=0 an(x−x0)

n converges strongly if λ(x−x0) > λ0 and is strongly diver-
gent if λ(x− x0) < λ0 or if λ(x− x0) = λ0 and −λ(an)/n > λ0 for infinitely many
n.
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Theorem 2.6. (Weak Convergence Criterion for Power Series) Let (an) be a
sequence in R (resp. C), and let λ0 = lim supn→∞ (−λ(an)/n) ∈ Q. Let x0 ∈ R
(resp. C) be fixed, and let x ∈ R (resp. C) be such that λ(x − x0) = λ0. For
each n ≥ 0, let bn = and

nλ0 . Suppose that the sequence (bn) is regular and write⋃∞
n=0 supp(bn) = {q1, q2, . . .}; with qj1 < qj2 if j1 < j2. For each n, write bn =∑∞
j=1 bnj

dqj , where bnj
= bn[qj ]. Let

(2.1) η =
1

sup
{
lim supn→∞ |bnj

|1/n : j ≥ 1
} in R ∪ {∞},

with the conventions 1/0 = ∞ and 1/∞ = 0. Then
∑∞

n=0 an(x − x0)
n converges

absolutely weakly if |(x− x0)[λ0]| < η and is weakly divergent if |(x− x0)[λ0]| > η.

Remark 2.7. The number η in Equation (2.1) will be referred to as the radius
of weak convergence of the power series

∑∞
n=0 an(x− x0)

n.

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.6, we obtain the following result
which allows us to extend real and complex functions representable by power series
to the Levi-Civita fields R and C.

Corollary 2.8. (Power Series with Purely Real or Complex Coefficients) Let∑∞
n=0 anX

n be a power series with purely real (resp. complex) coefficients and
with classical radius of convergence equal to η. Let x ∈ R (resp. C), and let
An(x) =

∑n
j=0 ajx

j ∈ R (resp. C). Then, for |x| < η and |x| �≈ η, the sequence

(An(x)) converges absolutely weakly. We define the limit to be the continuation of
the power series to R (resp. C).

2.2. R-Analytic Functions. In this section, we review the algebraic and
analytical properties of a class of functions that are given locally by power series
and we refer the reader to [18, 20] for a more detailed study.

Definition 2.9. Let a < b in R be given and let f : [a, b] → R. Then we say
that f is expandable or R-analytic on [a, b] if for all x ∈ [a, b] there exists a positive
δ ∼ b− a in R, and there exists a regular sequence (an (x)) in R such that, under
weak convergence, f (y) =

∑∞
n=0 an (x) (y − x)

n
for all y ∈ (x− δ, x+ δ) ∩ [a, b].

It is shown in [18] that if f is R-analytic on [a, b] then f is bounded on [a, b];
also, if g is R-analytic on [a, b] and α ∈ R then f + αg and f · g are R-analytic
on [a, b]. Moreover, the composition of R-analytic functions is R-analytic. Fur-
thermore, using the fact that power series on R are infinitely often differentiable
within their domain of convergence and the derivatives to any order are obtained
by differentiating the power series term by term [18], we obtain the following result.

Theorem 2.10. Let a < b in R be given, and let f : [a, b] → R be R-analytic
on [a, b]. Then f is infinitely often differentiable on [a, b], and for any positive
integer m, we have that f (m) is R-analytic on [a, b]. Moreover, if f is given locally
around x0 ∈ [a, b] by f (x) =

∑∞
n=0 an (x0) (x− x0)

n, then f (m) is given by

f (m) (x) =

∞∑
n=m

n (n− 1) · · · (n−m+ 1) an (x0) (x− x0)
n−m

.

In particular, we have that am (x0) = f (m) (x0) /m! for all m = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
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In [20], we prove the intermediate value theorem for R-analytic functions on
an interval [a, b]. A close look at that proof shows that if f is not constant on [a, b]
and S is between f(a) and f(b) then there are only finitely many points c in [a, b]
such that f(c) = S. This will be crucial for the proof of the extreme value theorem
for the R-analytic functions in the next section.

3. Relative and Absolute Extrema, the Mean Value Theorem, and the
Inverse Function Theorem for R-Analytic Functions

In this section, we complete the study ofR-analytic functions which was started
in [18, 20] by proving the extreme value theorem, the mean value theorem and
the inverse function theorem for these functions and thus showing that R-analytic
functions have all the nice properties of real analytic functions.

Theorem 3.1. Let a < b in R be given; let f : [a, b] → R be R-analytic on
[a, b]; let x0 ∈ (a, b) and let m ∈ N be the order of the first nonvanishing derivative
of f at x0. Then f has a relative extremum at x0 if and only if m is even. In that
case (m is even), the extremum is a minimum if f (m)(x0) > 0 and a maximum if
f (m)(x0) < 0.

Proof. Since f is R-analytic on [a, b], there exists δ0 > 0 in R such that, for
all h ∈ (−δ0, δ0), we have that

f(x0 + h) = f(x0) +
f (m)(x0)

m!
hm +

∞∑
j=m+1

f (j)(x0)

j!
hj .

Since the sequence (f (j)(x0)) is regular, it is uniformly bounded; thus there exists
M > 0 in R such that ∣∣∣f (j)(x0)

∣∣∣ < M, for all j ≥ m.

Let

δ = min

{
δ0, d, d

|f (m)(x0)|
M

}
.

Then, for all h ∈ (−δ, δ) and for all j ≥ m+ 1, we have that

|f (j)(x0)||h|j−m < Mδj−m ≤ Mδ ≤ d
∣∣∣f (m)(x0)

∣∣∣ � ∣∣∣f (m)(x0)
∣∣∣ .

It follows that

|f (j)(x0)||h|j �
∣∣∣f (m)(x0)

∣∣∣ |h|m for all j ≥ m+ 1;

and hence

(3.1) f(x0 + h)− f(x0) ≈
f (m)(x0)

m!
hm for all h ∈ (−δ, δ).

It then readily follows that

f has a relative maximum (minimum) at x0

⇔ f(x0 + h)− f(x0) < 0 (resp. f(x0 + h)− f(x0) > 0) for |h| small enough

⇔ m is even and f (m)(x0) < 0 (resp. f (m)(x0) > 0), using Equation (3.1).

�
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Corollary 3.2. Let f : [a, b] → R be R-analytic on [a, b]; and let x0 ∈ (a, b) be
given. Suppose there exists Δ > 0 in R such that f ′(x) > 0 for all x ∈ (x0 −Δ, x0)
and f ′(x) < 0 for all x ∈ (x0, x0 + Δ) (resp. f ′(x) < 0 for all x ∈ (x0 − Δ, x0)
and f ′(x) > 0 for all x ∈ (x0, x0 + Δ)). Then f has a relative maximum (resp.
minimum) at x0 and f ′(x0) = 0.

Proof. Let m be the order of the first nonvanishing derivative of f at x0; and
let δ < Δ in R be as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 above. Then , for all h ∈ (−δ, δ),
we have that

f(x0 + h) = f(x0) +
f (m)(x0)

m!
hm +

∞∑
j=m+1

f (j)(x0)

j!
hj ;

f(x0 + h)− f(x0) ≈ f (m)(x0)

m!
hm;

f ′(x0 + h) =
f (m)(x0)

(m− 1)!
hm−1 +

∞∑
j=m+1

f (j)(x0)

(j − 1)!
hj−1;

f ′(x0 + h) ≈ f (m)(x0)

(m− 1)!
hm−1.

It follows from the last equation above and the hypothesis of the corollary that
m− 1 is odd and hence m is even. Also, f (m)(x0) < 0 (resp. f (m)(x0) > 0). Thus,
f has a relative maximum (resp. minimum) at x0.

Finally, since m is even, we infer that f ′(x0) = 0. The same conclusion also
follows from applying the intermediate value theorem to f ′ which is R-analytic on
[a, b] and hence on [−δ, δ]. �

Theorem 3.3. (Extreme Value Theorem) Let a < b in R be given and let
f : [a, b] → R be R-analytic on [a, b]. Then f assumes a maximum and a minimum
on [a, b].

Proof. First we show that f assumes a maximum on [a, b]. Without loss of
generality we may assume that f is not constant on [a, b]. Let F : [0, 1] → R be
given by

F (x) = f((b− a)x+ a).

Then F is R-analytic on [0, 1]; and f assumes a maximum on [a, b] if and only if F
assumes a maximum on [0, 1]. So without loss of generality, we may assume that
a = 0, b = 1, and f = F . Also, since scaling the function by a positive constant
factor does not affect the existence of an absolute maximum, we may assume that
f has a zero index on [a, b] = [0, 1]; that is,

(3.2) i(f) := min {supp(f(x)) : x ∈ [0, 1]} = 0.

That the minimum in Equation (3.2) exists was shown in [18] (Remark 4.8 and
Corollary 4.9).

Let fR : [0, 1]∩R → R be given by fR(X) = f(X)[0]. Then fR is not constant
and R-analytic on [0, 1] ∩ R, as we will show next. Let X ∈ [0, 1] ∩ R be given.
Then, by Definition 2.9 and Theorem 2.10, there is a finite δ > 0 (which without
loss of generality we may take to be real) such that

(3.3) f (X + h) = f(X) +

∞∑
n=1

f (n)(X)

n!
hn
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for all h ∈ R satisfying |h| < δ and X + h ∈ [0, 1]. In particular, it follows that

f (X + h) = f(X) +
∞∑

n=1

f (n)(X)

n!
hn

for all h ∈ R satisfying |h| < δ and X+h ∈ [0, 1]∩R. Taking the real parts of both
sides of the equation above, we get:

(3.4) fR(X + h) = fR(X) +
∞∑

n=1

f (n)(X)[0]

n!
hn.

That the real power series on the right side of Equation (3.4) converges in the order
topology of R to fR(X + h) follows from Theorem 2.13 in [15]. Thus, we have
shown that for all X ∈ [0, 1] ∩ R there is a real δ > 0 such that

fR(X + h) = fR(X) +

∞∑
n=1

f (n)(X)[0]

n!
hn

for all h ∈ R satisfying |h| < δ and X + h ∈ [0, 1] ∩ R. This shows that fR
is R-analytic on [0, 1] ∩ R; in particular, fR is a continuous and infinitely often
differentiable real-valued function on the real interval [0, 1] ∩ R, with

f
(n)
R (X) = f (n)(X)[0] for all X ∈ [0, 1] ∩ R.

Since fR is continuous on [0, 1]∩R, fR assumes a maximumMR on [0, 1]∩R; and
since fR is R-analytic on [0, 1] ∩ R, there are only finitely many points X1, . . . , Xk

in [0, 1] ∩ R where fR assumes its maximum MR.
We look for a maximum of f in the infinitely small neighborhoods of the Xj ’s.

So let j ∈ {1, . . . , k} be given. Assume Xj ∈ (0, 1). Then f ′
R (Xj) = 0 and there

exists a real δ1 > 0 such that f ′
R (X) > 0 for X ∈ (Xj − δ1, Xj)∩R and f ′

R (X) < 0
for X ∈ (Xj , Xj + δ1)∩R. Since f is R-analytic on [0, 1], there exists a real δ ≤ δ1
such that

f (Xj + h) =

∞∑
n=0

f (n) (Xj)

n!
hn and f ′ (Xj + h) =

∞∑
n=1

f (n) (Xj)

(n− 1)!
hn−1

for 0 ≤ |h| < δ. Let m = min
{
n ∈ N : λ

(
f (n+1) (Xj)

)
= 0

}
. Note that the con-

dition λ
(
f (m+1) (Xj)

)
= 0 is equivalent to f

(m+1)
R (Xj) �= 0. Thus, m + 1 is the

order of the first nonvanishing derivative of the real function fR at the real point
Xj ∈ (0, 1). Since fR assumes its absolute maximum at Xj , fR has a relative
maximum at Xj and hence m+ 1 is even; i.e. m is odd.

Using the intermediate value theorem and its proof [20], applied to f ′, we
obtain at least one and at most m roots of f ′ that are infinitely close to Xj , and
f ′ changes sign from positive to negative in going from the left to the right of at
least one of the roots. Thus we obtain at least one relative extremum (one relative
maximum with no relative minima) and at most m relative extrema (m+1

2 relative

maxima and m−1
2 relative minima) of f in the infinitely small neighborhood of

Xj . Since f satisfies the intermediate value theorem on any subinterval of [0, 1], it
follows that the largest of the finitely many relative maximum values attained by f
in the infinitely small neighborhood of Xj is the absolute maximum value in that
neighborhood; let

Mj = max {f (Xj + h) : |h| � 1} .
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Similarly we show that f has a maximum in the infinitely small neighborhood
of a = 0 if 0 ∈ {X1, . . . , Xk} and that f has a maximum in the infinitely small
neighborhood of b = 1 if 1 ∈ {X1, . . . , Xk} .

Let

(3.5) M = max {Mj : 1 ≤ j ≤ k} .
We show that M = max {f (x) : x ∈ [0, 1]} . So let x ∈ [0, 1] be given. Suppose x is
finitely away from Xj for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k} . Then

f (x)−M = (f (x)− fR (x[0])) + (fR (x[0])−MR) + (MR −M) .

Since x[0] /∈ {X1, . . . , Xk} , we have that fR (x[0]) − MR is negative and finite in
absolute value. Since |f (x)− fR (x[0])| � 1 and since |MR −M | � 1, we obtain
that f (x) − M < 0; that is f (x) < M. Now suppose x is infinitely close to one
of the Xj ’s, say Xj0 . Then f (x) ≤ Mj0 ≤ M. Hence f (x) ≤ M for all x ∈ [0, 1].
Moreover, M is assumed on [0, 1] since each of the Mj ’s in Equation (3.5) is. Thus
M = max {f (x) : x ∈ [0, 1]}.

Applying the above arguments to −f , we infer that −f assumes a maximum
on [a, b]. Thus, f assumes also a minimum on [a, b]. �

Altogether, as a consequence of the intermediate value theorem and the extreme
value theorem, we obtain the following result.

Corollary 3.4. Let a < b in R be given and let f : [a, b] → R be R-analytic
on [a, b]. Then there exist m,M ∈ R such that f ([a, b]) = [m,M ].

Corollary 3.5. (Rolle’s Theorem) Let a < b in R be given and let f : [a, b] →
R be R-analytic. Suppose f (a) = f (b). Then there exists c ∈ (a, b) such that
f ′ (c) = 0.

Proof. If f (x) = f (a) for all x ∈ [a, b], then f ′ (x) = 0 for all x ∈ (a, b) and
we are done. So we may assume that f is not constant on [a, b]. Then f assumes
its (absolute) maximum or minimum at some c ∈ (a, b). It follows that f has a
relative extremum at c; and hence f ′(c) = 0, by Theorem 3.1. �

Corollary 3.6. (Mean Value Theorem) Let a < b in R be given and let
f : [a, b] → R be R-analytic on [a, b]. Then there exists c ∈ (a, b) such that

f ′ (c) =
f (b)− f (a)

b− a
.

Proof. Let h : [a, b] → R be given by

h(x) = f(x)− f(a)− f(b)− f(a)

b− a
(x− a).

Then h isR-analytic on [a, b]. Moreover, h(a) = h(b) = 0. Thus, by Rolle’s theorem
(Corollary 3.5), there exists c ∈ (a, b) such that

0 = h′ (c) = f ′(c)− f (b)− f (a)

b− a
; and hence f ′ (c) =

f (b)− f (a)

b− a
.

�

Corollary 3.7. Let a < b in R be given, and let f : [a, b] → R be R-analytic
on [a, b]. Then the following are true.
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(i) If f ′ (x) �= 0 for all x ∈ (a, b) then either f ′ (x) > 0 for all x ∈ (a, b) and
f is strictly increasing on [a, b], or f ′ (x) < 0 for all x ∈ (a, b) and f is
strictly decreasing on [a, b].

(ii) If f ′ (x) = 0 for all x ∈ (a, b), then f is constant on [a, b].

Proof. Suppose f ′ (x) �= 0 for all x ∈ (a, b). Then applying the intermediate
value theorem to f ′, we infer that either f ′ (x) > 0 for all x ∈ (a, b) or f ′ (x) < 0
for all x ∈ (a, b). First assume that f ′ (x) > 0 for all x ∈ (a, b) and let x, y ∈ [a, b]
be such that y > x. By Corollary 3.6, there exists c ∈ (x, y) ⊂ (a, b) such that

f ′ (c) =
f(y)− f(x)

y − x
.

Since c ∈ (a, b) , we have that f ′ (c) > 0; and hence f (y) > f (x). Thus, f is strictly
increasing on [a, b]. Similarly, we can show that f is strictly decreasing on [a, b] if
f ′(x) < 0 for all x ∈ (a, b).

Now suppose f ′ (x) = 0 for all x ∈ (a, b) , and let y ∈ (a, b] be given. Then
there exists c ∈ (a, y) ⊂ (a, b) such that

f ′ (c) =
f(y)− f(a)

y − a
.

Since c ∈ (a, b) , we have that f ′ (c) = 0; and hence f (y) = f (a). This shows that
f is constant on [a, b]. �

Corollary 3.8. (Inverse Function Theorem) Let a < b in R be given, let
f : [a, b] → R be R-analytic on [a, b], and let x0 ∈ (a, b) be such that f ′(x0) > 0
(resp. f ′(x0) < 0). Then there exists δ > 0 in R such that

(i) f ′ > 0 and f is strictly increasing (resp. f ′ < 0 and f is strictly decreas-
ing) on [x0 − δ, x0 + δ].

(ii) f([x0 − δ, x0 + δ]) = [m,M ] where m = f(x0 − δ) and M = f(x0 + δ)
(resp. m = f(x0 + δ) and M = f(x0 − δ)).

(iii) ∃g : [m,M ] → [x0−δ, x0+δ], strictly increasing (resp. strictly decreasing)
on [m,M ], such that

– g is the inverse of f on [x0 − δ, x0 + δ];
– g is differentiable on [m,M ]; and for all y ∈ [m,M ],

g′(y) =
1

f ′(g(y))
.

Proof. Assume first that f ′(x0) > 0.
(i) By continuity of f ′ at x0 ∈ (a, b), there exists δ > 0 in R such that (x0 −

δ, x0+δ) ⊂ (a, b) and f ′(x) > 0 for all x ∈ (x0−δ, x0+δ). Since [x0−δ, x0+δ] ⊂ [a, b],
it follows that f is R-analytic on [x0−δ, x0+δ]. Then by Corollary 3.7, f is strictly
increasing on [x0 − δ, x0 + δ].

(ii) Let m = f(x0 − δ) and M = f(x0 + δ). Then, since f is strictly increasing
on [x0 − δ, x0 + δ], it follows that m ≤ f(x) ≤ M for all x ∈ [x0 − δ, x0 + δ]. Since
f is R-analytic on [x0 − δ, x0 + δ], it follows that f satisfies the intermediate value
theorem on [x0 − δ, x0 + δ]; and hence f([x0 − δ, x0 + δ]) = [m,M ].
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(iii) Define g : [m,M ] → [x0−δ, x0+δ] as follows: given y ∈ [m,M ], then there
exists a unique x ∈ [x0 − δ, x0 + δ] such that f(x) = y; let g(y) = x. It follows that

(g ◦ f)(x) = g(f(x)) = g(y) = x for all x ∈ [x0 − δ, x0 + δ]; and

(f ◦ g)(y) = f(g(y)) = f(x) = y for all y ∈ [m,M ].

Thus, g is the inverse of f on [x0 − δ, x0 + δ].
To show that g is differentiable on [m,M ], let y ∈ [m,M ] be given and let

x = g (y). Let ε > 0 in R be given and let ε1 ∈ (0, ε) be such that∣∣∣∣f (t)− f (x)

t− x
− f ′ (x)

∣∣∣∣ < min

{
|f ′(x)|

2
,
ε |f ′ (x)|2

2

}

for t ∈ [x0 − δ, x0 + δ] satisfying 0 < |t− x| < ε1. It follows that

|f (t)− f (x)| > |f ′ (x)| |t− x|
2

when t ∈ [x0 − δ, x0 + δ] and 0 < |t− x| < ε1. By Corollary 3.4, there exist
ζ1, ζ2 > 0 such that f ([x0 − δ, x0 + δ] ∩ [x− ε1/2, x+ ε1/2]) = [y − ζ1, y + ζ2]. Let
ζ = min {ζ1, ζ2}. Then g ((y − ζ, y + ζ)) ⊂ [x0 − δ, x0 + δ] ∩ (x− ε1, x+ ε1).

Now let z ∈ [m,M ] be such that 0 < |z − y| < ζ; and let t = g(z). Then

|t− x| < ε1 < ε.

It follows that∣∣∣∣g (z)− g (y)

z − y
− 1

f ′ (x)

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣ t− x

f (t)− f (x)
− 1

f ′ (x)

∣∣∣∣
=

|t− x|
∣∣∣ f(t)−f(x)

t−x − f ′ (x)
∣∣∣

|f ′ (x)| |f (t)− f (x)|

<
|t− x| ε |f ′ (x)|2 /2
|f ′ (x)| |f (t)− f (x)| .

<
|t− x| ε |f ′ (x)|2 /2

|f ′ (x)| |f ′ (x)| |t− x| /2 = ε.

Hence g is differentiable at y, and g′ (y) = 1/f ′ (x) = 1/f ′ (g (y)).
Finally, if f ′(x0) < 0 then we apply the arguments above to −f which is R-

analytic on [a, b] and satisfies (−f)′(x0) > 0. �
We finish this paper with the following conjecture regarding the inverse function

g in Corollary 3.8.

Conjecture 3.9. Let a < b in R be given, let f : [a, b] → R be R-analytic on
[a, b], and let x0 ∈ (a, b) be such that f ′(x0) �= 0. Let δ,m,M and g : [m,M ] →
[x0 − δ, x0 + δ] be as in Corollary 3.8. Then g is R-analytic on [m,M ].
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